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Abstract

One of the most important phenomena in natural language is language variability, which means expressing the same thing in various ways. [6] have proposed
the notion of Textual Entailment, a general unifying framework for modeling language variability, determining the relation whether a text can be inferred from
another. In multilingual settings, language variability can be clearly observed
since the same meaning of a fact could be expressed in different surface forms
in different languages, ranging from lexical items or syntactic representations to
semantic categories. Recently, adapting the definition of Textual Entailment, [24]
have proposed the notion of Cross-Lingual Textual Entailment, as the entailment
relation between two texts in different languages. They have also proposed the
first steps for building a Cross-lingual Textual Entailment recognition framework,
using a machine translation module to translate one text into another language
and then applying monolingual Textual Entailment methods to solve the problem.
This thesis describes our contribution to the field of Cross-lingual Textual
Entailment, more specifically, to approach English-Dutch Cross-lingual Textual
Entailment recognition problem. We employ a direct integration of cross-lingual
similarity measurements to a supervised-learning classification framework to determine the entailment relations between bilingual texts. The lexical and syntactic
information is utilized in order to determine these similarity measurements. On
the way of conducting evaluations for our approaches, we also build an EnglishDutch Cross-lingual Textual Entailment corpus, which is conforming to the standards of Textual Entailment corpora. The evaluation shows promising results
achieved from our approaches and also exposes other possible directions in recognizing Cross-lingual Textual Entailment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1
1.1.1

Overview
Language Variability and Textual Entailment

Textual Entailment. Language variability is an inherent and important
property of human language, denoting the phenomenon that a meaning could be
expressed in various ways. [6] have proposed the notion of Textual Entailment, a
general unifying framework for modeling language variability, aiming to capture
semantic inference in several linguistic aspects. This framework can fulfill the
needs of many Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications, such as Information Retrieval, Information Extraction, Text Summarization, Question Answering
and Machine Translation, where they must recognize the different forms of an
underlaying idea from textual units.
Similar to a classical definition of entailment in formal semantics, Textual
Entailment (TE) is defined as:
Formal definition of Textual Entailment:
A text T entails a hypothesis H, if H is true in every circumstance
(possible world) in which T is true.
However, this strict definition is inappropriate for many practical NLP situations, in which uncertain but highly plausible inferences are still useful. [6] then
define Textual Entailment in a less formal but applicable way.
Informal definition of Textual Entailment:
A text T entails a hypothesis H if, typically, a human reading T
would infer that H is most likely true.
The framework now acts as a concrete medium to address semantic inferences,
which are abstract and hidden deeply in semantic representation. It could access
to different sources of knowledge and use them to quantify semantic relations
1

Figure 1.1: An illustration of language variability and ambiguity (taken from [13]).

among textual units. Moreover, it could be used to evaluate the level of natural
language understanding that intelligent systems achieved.
RTE challenges and RTE datasets. Since 2005, the PASCAL Network of
Excellence (Pattern Analysis, Statistical Modelling and Computational Learning1 )
initiates Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) challenges, aiming to launch a
benchmark for the development and evaluation of semantic methods that typically
address the language variability phenomenon in different, application-oriented
manners. As many of the needs of several applications can be linked to the problem of Textual Entailment, the ultimate goal of RTE challenges is to promote
the development of entailment recognition engines and provide the integration of
generic modules across NLP applications. Since then, RTE challenges have attracted an increasing interest in the research community. From the RTE-4 in 2008,
the RTE challenges were organized within the Text Analysis Conference2 . Realizing the needs of many NLP applications, RTE datasets have been created in the
scopes of these applications such as Information Retrieval, Question Answering,
Information Extraction and Summarization.
The scheme of the RTE-3 challenge back in the beginning days has not changed
much over time. Participants are provided an RTE corpus containing 800 texts
pairs with annotation of the entailment values and the subtasks, i.e. Information
Retrieval, Question Answering, Information Extraction and Summarization, in
equal proportions. The task is to produce correct entailment relations on a test
set having the same size as the provided corpus. Accuracy is measured as the
percentage of correctly predicted pairs. Entailment values (True and False) are
balanced in the corpora, therefore the baseline is 0.5 (50%) in terms of accuracy.
Participants are encouraged to hand in confidence scores as well. Since RTE-4,
many modifications have been applied to the challenges, including experimental
tasks and more realistic entailment values.
We will discuss the creation of the RTE-3 dataset since this dataset will be
the target of our thesis. After extraction from real NLP situations, the Text1
2

http://www.pascal-network.org/
http://www.nist.gov/tac/

2

Hypothesis pairs were judged by at least two organizers. The average agreement
is reported as 89%. 13% of the pairs were removed due to disagreement. In the
following stage, the organizers again removed around 26% of the pairs which were
judged as highly controversial or redundant (similar to other pairs). Correction
work was conducted as minimum effort in order to provide realistic samples.
Figure 1.2 shows some example pairs of RTE-3 dataset.

Figure 1.2: Some RTE-3 examples.

1.1.2

RTE as a Classification Problem

In case of the RTE-3 challenge, as the entailment judgement varies in a small
set of values, i.e. 2 (True/False), we can treat Recognizing Textual Entailment
task as a text classification problem. The entailment relation would be quantified
in terms of a similarity score, expressing the match in some aspects between Text
T and Hypothesis H. These aspects are realized to form the feature space of
the relation. After that, every relations represented as feature vectors will be the
input of a classifier. Development dataset is used in training phase to estimate the
threshold of the global matching score, helping the classifier decide the entailment
value on new, unseen pairs of Text T and Hypothesis H. This generic architecture
is illustrated in figure 1.3.
The general architectual can also be used in Recognizing Textual Entailment
in multilingual and cross-lingual settings as long as we have suitable components
for the architecture. Firstly, we need parallel and comparable corpora, which are
expensive to build and limited in coverage. Secondly, we need preprocessing tools
for the involved languages. But the key condition is that comparative analyses
must be conducted in multilingual and cross-lingual environments with minimum
modifications and adaptations. More concretely, we must derive a similarity score
in such environments, considering comparative aspects in the relevant languages.
3

Figure 1.3: General RTE architecture from [3].

1.1.3

Cross-lingual Textual Entailment

Adapting the definition of Textual Entailment, [24] have recently defined
Cross-lingual Textual Entailment as the entailment between two texts in different languages and they have also proposed some directions for building a Crosslingual Textual Entailment framework. As in the case of monolingual applications,
many cross-lingual NLP applications, such as removing redundances in multilingual content authoring systems, detection of multilingual plagiarism, cross-lingual
Information Retrieval and cross-lingual Question Answering, would benefit from
these potential works.
Following are some examples of some Text-Hypothesis cross-lingual EnglishDutch pairs and their entailment relations:
Example 1: (Entailment holds (is TRUE))
T: A bus collision with a truck in Uganda has resulted in at least 30 fatalities
and has left a further 21 injured.
H: 30 doden bij een busongeluk in Oeganda.
Example 2: (Entailment does not hold (is FALSE))
T:Alex Dyer, spokesman for the group, stated that Santarchy in Auckland is
part of a worldwide phenomenon.
H:Alex Dyer vertegenwoordigt Santarchy.
Besides “traditional” issues of monolingual Textual Entailment, the CrossLingual Textual Entailment (CLTE) recognition task has to cope with additional
problems, such as:
4

• The diversity of human languages. Languages coming from different
families, or even coming from a same language family suffer the diversity of
socio-cultural background throughout their developments. Hence, lingustic
properties and structures of different languages are diverse from each others, especially in low linguistic levels such as phonological, morphological
and syntactic layers.
• Multilingual and cross-lingual ambiguity. It is essential to be able to
detect and express semantic inference across languages. Cross-Lingual Textual Entailment has to deal with not only individual language’s ambiguities
but also the ambiguities coming from multilingual and cross-lingual situations.
• Different Coverages. Corpora and data in different language might have
different, inapproppriate coverages in terms of size and domain. This leads
to the fact that some approaches could not be adapted and extended from
monolingual setting to cross-lingual environment because of these differences
in coverage.

1.2

Motivation

The approaches to solve Cross-lingual Textual Entailment problem derive not
only from existing directions of monolingual Textual Entailment recognition, but
also some cross-lingual methods and Machine Translation. For example, one can
use Machine Translation for translating the Text T or the Hypothesis H to the
language of the other and apply monolingual Textual Entailment techniques[24] on
the newly-achieved pair. Although the approach shows promising results as well as
modularity advantage, decoupling Machine Translation and Textual Entailment
raises the dependency problem between the system performance and the Machine
Translation component’s quality.
In this thesis, we investigate the direct integration of cross-lingual techniques
with the process of entailment recognition. More concretely, cross-lingual lexical and syntactic matching strategies, i.e. similarity measurements, will be ultilized in order to determine the Textual Entailment relation between the English
Text T and the Hypothesis H in Dutch. The matching strategies are based on
lexical-based similarity measurements and syntax-based probabilistic cross-lingual
transformation models.

1.3

Thesis objectives

The main objectives of this thesis are:

5

• Investigate a general framework to integrate cross-lingual techniques with
the process of entailment recognition in CLTE.
• Study the lexical methods in RTE and the possibility of their adaptations
to cross-lingual settings in English-Dutch CLTE system.
• Study the syntax-based methods in RTE and the possibility of their adaptations to cross-lingual settings in English-Dutch CLTE system.
• Build an English-Dutch CLTE corpus conforming to the standards of RTE
corpora and being aligned with existed CLTE corpora. This corpus could
be used to investigate cross-lingual linguistic phenomena as well as develop
and evaluate English-Dutch CLTE systems.
• Implement lexical and syntactic CLTE approaches and conduct systematic
evaluations on them.

1.4

Thesis Organization

In this chapter, we give an overview of Recognizing Textual Entailment and
Cross-lingual Textual Entailment. We also introduce a general framework to approach RTE and CLTE recognition as a classification problem, integrating crosslingual short-text similarity measuring methods in lexical and syntactic levels into
the entailment recognition process.
In Chapter 2 we will investigate lexical similarity measurements both in monolingual and cross-lingual settings and propose two lexical CLTE methods, considering the feasibility of the monolingual methods in cross-lingual environment.
In Chapter 3, we will review some grammar formalisms and their representations in the task of syntactic analysis. Then the syntax-based similarity measurements will be studied and an appropriate syntactic similarity measure will be
proposed based on probabilistic tree alignment.
In Chapter 4, we will present the processes of building an English-Dutch CLTE
corpus, bilingual dictionaries and cross-lingual thesauri. While the CLTE corpus
is manually built, the bilingual dictionaries and thesauri are created automatically
from available multilingual resources.
The actual implementations of the lexical and syntactic CLTE methods and
their evaluations are mentioned in Chapter 5. The evaluation results show the
advantages of the syntax-based CLTE method over the lexical CLTE ones.
Finally, the conclusion about research aspects and conducted works of the
thesis will be given. Furthermore, some possible directions in CLTE problem
exploring higher abstract levels of linguistic information will be suggested as well.
They could be investigated and employed in further researches for the CLTE
recognition.
6

Chapter 2

Lexical-based Text Similarity

There are several measures which has been previously proposed aiming to
quantify how two short texts are semantically related. In this chapter, we investigate the potential employment of some similarity measures between Text T and
Hypothesis H inspired from lexical approaches. Some of them are widely used in
monolingual tasks but turn out to be impractical in cross-lingual setting due to
the lack of required resources and the linguistic variety between some language
pairs, particularly English-Dutch.

2.1

Monolingual Lexical-based Similarity

At the lexical level, without loss of generality, we could refer to Text T and
Hypothesis H as sentences, i.e. short text fragments, instead of texts. Determining
sentence similarity is a crucial task in many text processing applications, hence,
it has attracted efforts from different directions for a long time. One way to
categorize these approaches is the taxonomy based on whether we use the word
order information or discard it. Alternatively, one could categorize them by the
criteria used to judge the overall sentence similarity based on partial relatedness
of words the sentences contain. Since there are many hybrid approaches that
combine word order information and other information, making it be complicated
to clearly draw a taxonomy, we follow the latter.

2.1.1

Word Co-occurence Measures

Word co-occurence measures, or set-based measures, calculate the similarity
between two sentences based on the number of words they have in common. Two

7

popular word co-occurence measures are Dice coefficient and Jaccard coefficient:
SDice (X, Y ) = 2

|X ∩ Y |
|X| + |Y |

SJaccard (X, Y ) =

|X ∩ Y |
|X ∪ Y |

The Dice coefficient considers the shared words between two sentences, and
all of the word occurrences in each of the sentences. The Jaccard coefficient also
takes into account the words shared between two sentences, but it is normalized
based on the union of the words.
While these measures are quite simple to implement, their main drawback is
the exact match used in finding common words. It might lead to the problem that
two words which have the same root form could be counted as two different words.
It requires lemmatizing or stemming the sentences before computing similarity.
More importantly, it could not reflect the relatedness between two synonyms or
two words having similar meanings.

2.1.2

Vector Space Model Similarity

The core idea of Vector Space Model similarity measures is firstly transforming the sentences into document vectors and then using a geometric measure to
calculate the distance between these vectors, expressing the dissimilarity of their
corresponding sentences.
Traditional Vector Space Model. Two sentences X and Y are presented
in Vector Space Model (VSM) as two m-dimensional vectors ~x and ~y .
~x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xm )
~y = (y1 , y2 , ..., ym )
Each dimension in the vector reflects one word type, i.e. term, in the vocabulary. Each value of a dimension presents the importance of the corresponding
term over the sentence or the corpus. For instance, the count of a term in the
sentence could present its importance as the dimension’s value. The size of the
vocabulary, m, is the number of terms in the language. Following this modeling
scheme, two sentences “the dog chases the cat” and “the cat chases the mouse”
could be presented in VSM as:
~x = (2, 1, 1, 1, 0, .., 0)
~y = (2, 1, 1, 0, 1, .., 0)
where the first dimension in the model reflects the term “the”, the second
reflects “cat”, the next three dimentions reflect “chases”, “dog” and “mouse”,
respectively. The values are the counts of corresponding terms in each of the
8

sentences. The remaining values of both two vectors are zero since other terms in
the vocabulary do not appear in the sentences.
Cosine measure, which is the cosine of the angle between two vectors, could
be used as a similarity measure between two corresponding sentences. Another
distance measure is Euclidean distance.
Pm
xk y k
~x · ~y
pPm
= pPm k=1
SCosine (X, Y ) = cos(~x, ~y ) =
2
2
|~x||~y |
k=1 xk
k=1 yk
SEuclidean = |~x − ~y | =

pPm

k=1 (xk

− yk )2

Figure 2.1: The difference between Euclidean distance and Cosine measure.

Cosine measure is preferred to Euclidean distance because it is a normalized
version of Euclidean distance in terms of appearing words, which is very important
in RTE task where Text T and Hypothesis H are often significantly different in
the number of terms.
Figure 2.1 shows the difference between two measures: In a simple 2-dimentional
VSM, d~2 is more similar to ~q than d~1 or d~3 to ~q. But without normalization (in
case of usingEuclidean distance - left figure), it seems that distance from d~2 to ~q is
larger than those of d~1 or d~3 . Being normalized and considering the angle instead
of the distance, Cosine measure (right figure) reflects it more correctly.
The way VSM models sentences into vectors allows us to incorporate other
useful information of relatedness into sentences’ similarity. The weight of each
term dimension could be the frequency, or the tf-idf value1 of that term, which
quantifies its informativeness in context of a corpus. Furthermore, a numerical
value could represent a flexible word matching score, or Word Similarity, which is
appropriately described in the Section 2.4.2.
The major disadvantage of VSM Similarity Measures lies at the dimensionality
of the vector. Since the vector space realizes the vocabulary, on one side, the
1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tf-idf
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sentences would be modeled into very sparse high-dimensional vectors, thus it is
inefficient to store them and calculte similarity. On the other side, the vectors
would not be modeled correctly if the vocabulary is not well-coverage, leading to
the problem that some term dimensions might be missed.
Latent Semantic Analysis. As an effort to solve these typical problems
of traditional VSM, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is introduced by [7]. LSA
clusters similar terms by analyzing a large corpus and decomposing the full VSM
by Singular Value Decomposition. In this way, LSA could derive lexical-semantic
knowledge from the corpus and generate a VSM-like semantic representation in
which each dimension is a term cluster, called concept. When LSA models each
sentence to a semantic vector in the reduced-dimensional space, the sentence similarity could be measured by traditional criteria, such as Cosine measure or Euclidean distance between their corresponding vectors [18]. While the dimentionality of the vector space are reduced as the LSA concept dimentionality are fixed
to several hundreds, the issues of sparse vector representation and coverage are
still problematic in our sentence similarity problem.

2.1.3

Word-Order Similarity

The measures introduced in previous sections do not consider the word order
therefore they are refered to bag-of-word model similarities. Consequently, two
sentences having the same words would be identical, regardless of their word
order. In most cases, they have a different meaning, as in the following sentences:
A: “A quick brown dog jumps over the lazy fox”.
B: “A quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog”.
Index-based Word-Order Similarity. [22] has proposed an index-based
similarity measure, taking word order into account and modeling the dissimilarity
by the differences in the indexes of words. They introduces word-order vectors
to index positions of common words between two sentences. The word order
similarity is then derived from the normalized difference of word orders. For the
example of the sentences A and B, the corresponding word-order vectors and the
word-order similarity are shown as follows:
r~A = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)
r~B = (1, 2, 3, 9, 5, 6, 7, 8, 4)
r~A − r~B = (0, 0, 0, -5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 5)
r~A + r~B = (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18)
√
50
kr~A − r~B k
=1− √
≈ 0.7906
SW ordOrder (A, B) = 1 −
kr~A + r~B k
1140
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Due to the little information word position provides, index-based word-order
similarity is often used in some linear combination with other Bag-of-Word model
similarities[22].

2.2

Word Similarity measure

For the purpose of defining more flexible semantic similarity measurements,
many researches have concentrated on finding the way to compose sentence similarity from constituent word’s similarities. Once a measure of Word Similarity
is reasonably defined, some synthesis strategies would be applied to calculate the
final sentence similarity. In this section, several Word Similarity measures are
investigated, not only for such composition strategies, but in this way, we could
also generalize the notion of lexical similarity in cross-lingual settings, where two
words in different languages share similar or the same abstract concept.

2.2.1

Edit Distance-based Word Similarity

Originally, Levenshtein distance, the simplest form of String Edit Distance, is
used as a metric to compute the difference in characters between two strings by
counting the minimum edit operations (insertion, deletion, substitution) needed
to transform one into another. Words or phrases are suitable objects in String
Edit Distance measurements, where the edit operations are counted at the character level. In this traditional Levenshtein distance, the costs of insertion, deletion,
substitution are all equal to 1. [17] use the inverse version of this distance to estimate the token similarities. Intuitively, this word similarity is more flexible than
exact match of words, but still far from our aim of semantic similarity, since the
similarity in characters is only useful in some typical spelling transformations or
some misspelling cases. For example, the Levenshtein distance between “colour”
and “color” are equal to the Levenshtein distance between “pen” and “den”, but
the semantic similarities of two term pairs significantly differ from each others.

2.2.2

WordNet-based Word Similarity

WordNet is a semantically structured lexical database for the English language developed at Princeton University[10]. WordNet realizes mappings between
word forms and meanings, providing lexical and semantic relations among terms
and senses, including synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy/hyperonymy (IS-A relations), meronymy/holonymy (PART-OF relations), etc. Associating these relations, WordNet forms a hierarchical semantic structure among concepts, allowing
one to denote appropriate semantic similarity measures. For example, a [0, 1]value similarity measure would assign 1 to words in the same set of senses which
are synonyms, namely synset, 0 to WordNet antonyms, and a value near 1 to
senses involved directly in an IS-A relation.
11

Figure 2.2: A part of WordNet hyponym hierarchy.

Path-based Similarity. Considering WordNet as a graph, the similarity
between two words, w1 and w2 , is calculated as:
2∗h
d1 + d2
where d1 and d2 are the depth of w1 and w2 in WordNet, and h is the depth
of their least common subsumer 2 in WordNet[31].
s(w1 , w2 ) =

To illustrate, considering two words “car” and “bike” given the hierarchy
shown in figure 2.2, path-based similarity between them is calculated as follows:
2∗6
= 0.8
8+7
where {wheeled vehicle} is their least common subsumer, and the depths of
{wheeled vehicle},{“car”,“auto”,..} and {“bike”,“bicycle”}, i.e. path lengths from
those to {object}, are 6, 8 and 7, respectively. With similar calculation, path-based
similarity between “car” and “truck” are 2 ∗ 7/(8 + 8) = 0.875.
s(“car”, “bike”) =

Information Content-based Similarity. [32] define Information Content
(IC) as a measure that quantifies the amount of information of a concept, based
on the probability of this concept estimated from a given corpus:
IC(w) = −logP (w)

[32]

And then several similarity measures are derived from this notion and the path
2

Least common subsumer of two words represented as nodes in WordNet graph is the ancestor
node common to both corresponding synsets whose shortest path to the root node is the longest.
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information of considering words in WordNet:
sResnik (w1 , w2 ) = IC(LCS(w1 , w2 ))
sLin (w1 , w2 ) =

2 ∗ IC(LCS(w1 , w2 ))
IC(w1 ) + IC(w2 )

sJ&C (w1 , w2 ) =

[32]
[23]

1
IC(w1 ) + IC(w2 ) − 2 ∗ IC(LCS(w1 , w2 ))

[19]

While WordNet-based similarities have been proven as the most appropriate
semantic similarity measures, the disadvantage of these measurements is the limited coverage of WordNet, especially in other languages rather than English.

2.2.3

Distributional Word Similarity

The key idea of Distributional Word Similarity is the fact that words are similar
if they occur in similar contexts. More specifically, two words are distributionally
similar if one could be substituted for the other in a sentence with a high probability of preserving the plausibility of seeing the sentence in a corpus[25]. Whether
two word are in similar context could be determined from various aspects with
corresponding criteria, for example, if both of them are adjectives, and modify to
the same head noun in a noun phrase, there is a high possibility they are related
in some way at some level. However, in this section, we would like to measure the
distributional similarity from collocational aspect. Collocation degree between
the considering word w and a target words τ in a corpus could be quantified by
pointwise mutual information 3 (PMI):
C(w, τ )
C(w) ∗ C(τ )
in which, C(w, τ ), C(w) and C(τ ) are the numbers of collocation “w τ ”, of word
w and word τ , respectively, occurred in the corpus4 .
P M I(w, ω) = log

The distributional similarity between two words, w1 and w2 , is then simply
calculated by the difference of their PMI to a target word τ :
sP M I (w1 , w2 ) = |P M I(w1 , τ ) − P M I(w2 , τ )|
In this measurement, how to determine suitable target word τ might be the
major problem. When the corpus is a Wikipedia page, the Wikipedia entry could
be a good candicate of PMI-based measure’s target word[29].
3
4

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pointwise_mutual_information
P M I(w, τ ) = 0 if C(w, τ ) = 0.
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2.3

Cross-lingual Lexical-based Similarity

Following the thesis objective of a tighter integration of cross-lingual aspects
into existing monolingual RTE frameworks, in this session, we investigate prevalent lexical cross-lingual methods applied to measure semantic similarity of texts
in different languages, named cross-lingual similarity (CLSim). The drawbacks
revealed in our English-Dutch CLTE problem, such as sentence similarity instead
of text similarity or specific language pairs, will be discussed. Generally, these
methods derive sentence similarity from the similarities of constituent words or
concepts. The main difference among the methods is which kind of multilingual
resources used to calculate the word or concept similarities.

2.3.1

Multilingual Thesaurus-based Similarity

[35] proposes a two-step CLSim calculation based on EuroVoc 5 - a multilingual thesaurus having controlled vocabularies in 22 EU languages at the moment.
By mapping texts into an abstract vector space characterized by EuroVoc terms,
henceforth called descriptors, traditional distance metrics could be used to determine the CLSim of corresponding texts.
i. Assignment of EuroVoc thesaurus descriptors to texts. To be able
to assign most appropriate descriptors to a text, the method firstly finds associated words to each descriptor via an extract process trained over a corpus. The
associated words, called associates, are extracted based on frequency comparing
between texts indexed with the descriptor and the whole training corpus. Then
the assignment process is conducted relying on the assumption that the more similar an associate list is to the list of lemmas of the text, the more appropriate the
corresponding descriptor is for this text. They realize the assigment process by
similarity measures, such as Cosine and Okapi.
ii. Text Similarity Calculation. Two considering texts are vectorized into
the space constructed by the descriptor set assigned to them, each dimension is a
descriptor. And the CLSim between two texts is then estimated by VSM-based
Cosine distance metric and its length-aware modified measure.
Considering in the scope of our problem, there are three major issues when
applying this methods. First, the assignment step requires a training process,
sticking our CLTE performance to the quantity and quality of the training data.
Second, the coverage of the thesaurus is limited (there are less than 6000 descriptors), thus, it affects to the appropriateness of the similarity measure. Finally, as
analyzed in monolingual session, traditional VSM is not suitable for caculating
similarity of sentence-length texts both in accuracy and efficiency aspects.
5

http://eurovoc.europa.eu/
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2.3.2

Fuzzy set-based Similarity

Another attempt to transform documents in two different languages into the
same vector space has been proposed by [40]. Instead of relying on a multilingual,
abstract thesaurus as an interlingua like previous methods, the authors convert
one document into the language of the other document, model them into fuzzy
sets and use fuzzy set’s similarity measures, e.g. Tverskys ratio model-based and
F1 measure-based.
To convert one document into the corresponding document in another language, the authors simply translate every words, each word is translated greedily
to several target-language words based on a bilingual dictionary, then Word Sense
Disambiguation (WSD) is applied to choose the most appropriate word. This
process requires an adequate bilingual dictionary and a good WSD algorithm.
Furthermore, it is essential to note that in this way, cross-lingual equality of
meaning is only expressed in binary value, i.e. two words are semantic equal or
not.

2.3.3

Wikipedia-based Text Similarity

The measure introduced in the previous section relies deeply on the manually developed thesaurus EuroVoc, which is time-consuming and requires carefully handcrafted processing before each release, leading to the coverage problem
in the aspects of content entries (EuroVoc descriptors) and languages of the thesaurus. The Wikipedia6 , on the other hand, as web-based, collaborative content
authoring system[12], provide gigantic, fast updated, rich-structure and multilingual resources. Consequently, the similarity measures could be derived using the
same methodology in many languages which are well-coverage in content.
Wikipedia-based Word Similarity. Wikipedia is a multilingual free online
encyclopedia, reflecting the continuous collaborative effort of a community of volunteers. Currently, it has editions for more than 250 languages, with a number of
entries ranging from a few to over 3,500,000 pages. As can be seen in Table 2.1,
Wikipedia editions of major European languages have attained a level of coverage
where they can assist multilingual researches.
Wikipedia is organized into entries, each entry referring a concept and being
further described in textual sections of definitions, examples, figures and links
to other related concepts. The description of Wikipedia entries can be used to
represent a given word w in the form of VSM-based representation in which its
dimensions reflect the concepts as the word w appears in the concept’s entries. The
value of each dimension is the term frequency of the word inside the corresponding
entry. It is essentially the idea of explicit semantic analysis (ESA) introduced by
[12] for Wikipedia-based word relatedness measure.
6

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
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Language Number of entries
English
3,709,331
German
1,272,396
French
1,137,372
Italian
830,258
Polish
821,548
Spanish
817,214
Russian
755,087
Dutch
744,124
Portuguese
693,470
Swedish
406,139

Number of users
15,105,609
1,274,538
1,107,946
658,021
444,550
1,906,579
706,932
405,060
898,371
236,327

Table 2.1: Top ten largest European Wikipedia editions (as of August 2011).

Representation of the word w using ESA:
w
~ = (wc1 , wc2 , ..., wcn )
where wci is the weight of the concept (entry) ci containing the word w.
[34] adapts ESA to calculate cross-lingual semantic similarity using interlanguage links which explicitly connect entries in different languages. They defined
the projection of the vector representation w
~ in language x to language y via
interlanguage links between concepts in x and concepts in y as:
Txy (w)
~ = (wTxy (c1 ) , wTxy (c2 ) , ..., wTxy (cn ) )
In [34], three adaptations on ESA are conducted. Firstly, they normalize the
term-frequency weight of the concepts by considering the length of the entry over
vocabulary size of Wikipedia. Then they scale down this weight by the distance
from root category. Finally, the word relatedness measure is a Lesk-like metric
[20] instead of Cosine measure in original ESA.
Formally, the weight of the concept ci is denoted as follows:
wc1 = tfi ∗ log(M/|ci |)/di
where M is the maximum vocabulary size of Wikipedia entries, |ci | is the size
of the vocabulary used in the description of concept ci , di is the distance from the
root category to the concept.
And the Lesk-like relatedness between two words a and b:
G(~b|~a) + G(~a, ~b)
Relatedness(a, b) =
2
where A and B are the sets of non-zero-weight concepts appeared in ~a and
~b; G(~b|~a) and G(~a|~b) are the coverage of ~a by ~b and the coverage of ~b by ~a,
respectively, defined as:
X
G(~b|~a) =
wai
i∈B

G(~a|~b) =

X
i∈A
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wbi

Finally, the cross-lingual semantic similarity between two given words ax and
by in languages x and y is calculated as:
CLSim(ax , by ) =

G(Tyx (~b)|~a) + G(~a, Tyx (~b)
2

From Word Similarity to Sentence Similarity. The work of [34] concentrates on Wikipedia-based word similarity. We could apply the similar idea of
derivating sentence similarity from word similarities in case of monolingual setting.
Nevertheless, Wikipedia-based word similarity measurement is complicated and
heavy-computation. Without an appropriate indexing mechanism, the derivation
might be inapplicable to our CLTE circumstance.

2.4

Proposed Lexical-based methods

Considering the drawbacks of existing approaches, the characteristics of CLTE
as well as the availability of required resources, we introduce two ways to estimate
lexical sentence similarity between cross-lingual short texts: Text T and Hypothesis H.

2.4.1

Edit Distance-based Similarity

Adapted the works of [17] to cross-lingual environment, we introduce a wordbased modified version of String Edit Distance to compute the similarity between
sentences. First, we use the modified edit operations defined by [17]:
• Insertion Λ → A : Insert a word A from H into T.
• Deletion A → Λ : Delete a word A from T.
• Substitution A → B : Substitute a word A in T by a word B in H.
The costs of these edit operations are then defined as:
γ(Λ → A) = consti
γ(A → Λ) = constd
(
0
A=B
γ(A → B) =
γ(A → Λ) + γ(Λ → B) otherwise
By modifying the equality definition of two words in Substitution cost, one
could express the equality in meaning of two words, i.e. two words are synonyms
or cross-lingual meaning-equivalent. We propose a simple data structure that
could fully model the meaning equality mentioned above: All the equivalent terms,
regardless of theirs languaguages, i.e. English or Dutch, would form a set of equal
17

sense. The identical check of two words A and B in Substitution becomes the
examination whether A and B are in the same set of equal sense or not. This way
of abstracting meaning would work well with named entities, whose surface forms
might not change through languages.

Figure 2.3: Edit Distance-based Lexical CLTE, adapted from [17].

The distance computation process is conducted from left to right of H and T
in a dynamic programming style, mentioned in figure 2.3, in which the distance
in a certain time is calculated based on these edit operation costs7 . Because of
the differences between H and T lengths, the distance should be normalized in
some way. Finally, the normalized distance is compared directly to a predefined
threshold to decide the entailment relation holds or not.

2.4.2

VSM-based Semantic Similarity

Recall the disadvantage of VSM-based methods: since the Vector Space realizes the vocabulary, on one side, the sentences would be modeled into very sparse
high-dimensional vectors, thus it is inefficient to store them and do similarity calculations. On the other side, the vectors would not be modeled correctly if the
vocabulary is too small, leading to the problem that some term dimensions might
be missed. Because the similarity between sentences does not take into account
the zero weights, which corresponds to the terms not to appear, we propose a
7

Note that the similarity calculated this way is not symmetric if the Insertion cost and
Deletion cost are not equal.
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Figure 2.4: Levenshtein Distance algorithm, taken from [17].

solution which addresses both problems. We vectorizes two sentences based on
the union set of terms appearing in these sentences. It reduces significantly the
dimentionality smaller than or equal to the sum of T ’s and H ’s lengths. The
details are as follows.
We define size of a sentence as the number of word types that a sentence has.
Obviously, the size of a sentence is always smaller than or equal to the length of
the corresponding sentence.
Given m-size Text T and n-size Hypothesis H, the (m + n)-size union set U is
defined as the union from T ’s and H ’s word types8 :
U = T ∪ H = {t1 , t2 , ..., tm , h1 , h2 , ..., hn }
The union set is used as a medium to vectorize Text T and Hypothesis H into
two vectors m-dimention ~t and n-dimension ~h, respectively, in the following way:
The dimension k of ~t (or ~h) has the value ξk of Word-by-Set semantic similarity
between the word type tk (or hk ) and U . This Word-by-Set semantic similarity is
defined as the maximum word similarity among the word similarities between tk
(or hk ) and each of the word type in U , multiple to the frequency of tk (or hk ):
ξk = count(tk ) ∗ max s(tk , Uj )

k = 1, m; j = 1, m + n

8

If a word type ti of T is identical to another word type hj of H, the size of U will smaller
than m + n, but it hardly occurs.
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The word similarity s(tk , Uj ) in our method is derived from two sources. The
first is a translation probability table achieved by our lexical acquisition process,
mentioned in Section 4.2.1. The second is a WordNet-based semantic similarity
measure between tk and the translated term of u ∈ Uj . After vectorization,
traditional distance metrics could be applied to compute the similarity between
T and H efficiently .
While the sentences are vectorized into this reduced-dimentionality vector
space, any word from T and H always appears in the corresponding dimension.
Moreover, the similarity is flexible match, reflecting the Semantic Similarity we
aim to model.
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Summary
In this chapter we elaborated a survey on lexical similarity measurements both in
monolingual and cross-lingual settings. We presented in detail a number of monolingual directions, varying from simple bag-of-word models to the knowledge-based
and distributional methods using information content measures. Considering the
feasibility of these methods in cross-lingual environment, we reviewed some crosslingual similarity measurements based on multilingual resources such as the multilingual thesaurus EuroVoc and the online encyclopedia Wikipedia. In the last
part of the chapter, we proposed the conceptual solution of two lexical CLTE
methods, edit distance-based similarity measurement and VSM-based similarity
measurement, whose implementation details will be mentioned in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Syntax-based Text Similarity

People of different styles are likely to express the same meaning of a sentence with different word structures. This leads to the phenomenon that two
sentences might have the same meaning but differ lexically. Similarity measurements at the lexical level, on one hand, provide fast and robust solutions without
tight requirements in deep linguistic analyses. On the other hand, they could not
achieve good precision or recall, especially in cases of sentence similarity measurements where the occurrences of words or terms are too rare to be estimated
reasonably. Furthermore, these measurements often discard important and useful information available only in higher linguistic levels. This information might
change the semantics of the sentences and hence, the entailment relation significantly. For instance, a negation could alter the underlaying truth of the short text
containing it. Or a passive structure usually changes totally the meaning of the
sentence compared with the similar active voice. In this chapter, we investigate
such these information, reaching one layer higher towards more abstract linguistic
levels: syntactic information. It could be used to address syntactic reordering and
paraphrasing phenomena in the process of sentence similarity calculation.
We will provide some background and related works among syntax-based similarity methods in monolingual context and then discuss the possibility of adapting
them into cross-lingual setting. Finally, we describe our proposed method, inspired
by the works of [36] after considering the pros and cons we discussed.

3.1

Syntactic Analysis

Syntactic analysis, also referred to syntactic parsing, is the process of analyzing an input sequence of tokens in order to produce its grammatical structure
. Depending on the linguistic structure levels for which syntactic information is
provided, syntactic parsing might be divided into shallow parsing and fully syntactic parsing. The first is the analysis process of the sentence which identifies the
constituents, or linguistic phrases, but does not specify their internal structure,
nor their role in the sentence, i.e. producing non-hierarchical syntactic structure.
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Figure 3.1: Two sentences that are very similar when represented in dependency trees.

Figure 3.2: Two sentences that are not so similar when represented in constituent trees.

The latter is, in contrast, fully building a hierarchical syntactic structure from
lexical items to the whole sentence.
Usually two kinds of syntactic parsers are considered to parse a sentence conforming two formalisms of grammar: context-free syntactic parsers and dependency parser. Correspondingly, there are two kinds of syntactic parsing representations: context-free grammar parsed trees and dependency grammar parsed trees.
Context-free grammar representation, also called constituent or phrase-structure
representation, shows the groups of the words, named constituents, which perform
individual linguistic functions (noun phrases, verb phrases, prepositional phrases,
etc.). Dependency grammar, on the other hand, shows the dependency relations,
such as subjects, preprositions, modifiers, etc., between lexical elements, rather
than constituent relations[15]. Dependency grammar formalism has the ability of
predicting dependents as well as being abstract from word-order variation, thus,
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it is argued by researchers that dependency grammar formalism lays in between
syntactic and semantic layers. In Recognizing Textual Entailment, dependency
parsing is more popular than constituent parsing [1]. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show
the dependency parsing and constituent parsing from the following pair of textualentailed sentences Hypothesis H and Text T, parsed by the Stanford parser [16].
Example taken from [1]:
H: A mathematician solved the problem.
T: The problem was solved by a young mathematician.
The syntactic analysis process is usually conducted by a parser, such as Stanford parser or Minipar. Originally, syntactic parsers are rule-based with respect to
some grammar formalism. Recently, empirical parsers dominate because of the increased availability of manually labelled datasets and their language-independent
advantage.

3.2

Monolingual Syntax-based Similarity

Syntactic information has been used widely in the beginning days of Recognizing Textual Entailment and traditional NLP problems such as Text Summarization, Information Retrieval, Question Answering and so on. In these problems, syntactic matching utilizes different levels of syntactic information ranging from part of speech to fully syntactic parsing representation. We classify
the methods into syntax-aware lexical similarity, structure-based similarity and
alignment-based similarity depending on to what extent the syntactic information
is employed.

3.2.1

Syntax-aware Lexical Similarity

In these measurements, the information from shallow parsing is combined with
lexical similarity measure in several ways. [21] perform lexical similarity computations over extracted linguistic phrases (constituents) and aggregate them linearly
to get the ultimate outcome. Alternatively, [30] use the importance of syntaxdependency information to weight lexical similarities encountered in this information. We now go through these measurements in detail.
Phrasal Constituent Similarity. After a process of chunking, [21] detects
and extracts all noun phrases, verb phrases and prepositional phrases from the two
compared sentences. Then they compute the similarities between these phrases
correspondingly of the sentence pair, yielding noun-phrase similarity SimN P , verbphrase similarity SimV P and prepositional-phrase similarity SimP P . These constituent similarities are computed using VSM-based Cosine measure in which only
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the composed words of these constituents are vectorized by information content
weight1 .
Eventually, these constituent similarities are linearly combined to form the
final similarity as follows:
Simsent = γSimN P + δSimV P + ηSimP P
The coefficients γ, δ and η, which represent the contribution of individual type
of phrasal similarities, conform the condition γ + δ + η = 1 and are valued in the
interval (0, 1). These coeffients are tuned through a training process over 4,076
sentence pairs of Microsoft paraphrase corpus[8], resulting γ = 0.35, δ = 0.35 and
δ = 0.3.
Syntax-Dependency Element Similarity. [30] share the similar idea of
weighting syntactic elements. Nevertheless, instead of phrasal constituents, they
use dependency information such as subjects, predicates, objects and others. They
split dependency elements into two sets, Eskeleton and Enon−skeleton , associated
them with coefficients α and β, respectively. Eskeleton comprises of subjects, predicates and objects while the remaining grammar elements compose Enon−skeleton .
α and β are estimated with the assumption α + β = 1 and they get the best
evaluation result for α = 0.6 and β = 0.4. The Figure 3.3 shows mean average
precisions and average recalls over different α values.

Figure 3.3: Evaluation of the syntax-dependency similarity method[30]

3.2.2

Syntactic structure-based Similarity

Advancing from shallow parsed information towards fully syntactic parsed
structures, we will discuss two typical methods to compute syntax-based similarity relying upon the grammar structures of sentence pairs. Generally, the
1

please refer to section 2.2.2 on page 12 for the notion of information content.
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similarity measurement between two syntactic trees could be reduced to graph
matching problem. These methods are specially designed for the task of Recognizing Textual Entailment, which characterizes particular properties that require
some modifications and adaptations from original graph matching problem. More
specifically, the syntactic structure-based similarity measurements should consider
following properties [2]:
• Unlike classical graph matching problem, the similarity is not symmetric.
• Node similarity can not be reduced to the label similarity.
• Similarity should consider linguistically motivated graph transformations.
Tree Kernel-based Similarity. Tree kernel-based methods assumes that
the more the number of common substructures between two trees T1 and T2 , the
more the similarity between two corresponding texts exposes. This assumption
is especially suitable for Recognizing Textual Entailment since it seems easier to
match the tree of a short text H against subtrees of the T ’s dependency parsed tree
than to match explicitly substructures of both trees in the whole fragment space[2].
However, breaking down the trees to substructures might help to calculate the
flexible match. [38] introduce a simple and robust similarity based on a triple
approximate matching function, named triple set matcher.
Given an example of a Hypothesis H as “The city of Madras is located in
Southern India.” 2 , after conducting a dependency parsing process by Stanford
parser, the result is presented in triple-set format as:
{(city:NN, det, the:DT),
(located:VBN, nsubjpass, city:NN),
(city:NN, prep of, Madras:NNP),
(located:VBN, auxpass, is: VBZ),
(India: NNP, nn, Southern:NNP),
(located:VBN, prep in, India:NNP)}
The triple-set representation of the Text T is also yielded in a same way. And
then the similarity between two trees are calculated as:
1
Card(H)
×(a1 × N umOf F ullM atch + a2 × N umOf Lef tM atch
Similarity(T, H) =

+ a3 × N umOf RightM atch + a4 × N umOf ArgsM atch)
where Card(H) is the number of triples in H; a1 to a4 are the different weights
for the different matching cases; the match numbers are derived from the approximate matching function triple set matcher mentioned above:
2

The example is taken from RTE3 corpus.
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T RIP LE − M AT CH(< T n1 , T r, T n2 >, < Hn1 , Hr, Hn2 >) :
if (T n1 = Hn1 & T r = Hr & T n2 = Hn2 ) :
returnF ullM atch
elseif (T n1 = Hn1 & T r = Hr) :
returnLef tM atch
elseif (T n2 = Hn2 & T r = Hr) :
returnRightM atch
elseif (T n1 = Hn1 & T n2 = Hn2 ) :
returnArgsM atch

Tree Edit Distance-based Similarity. [17] employ a distance-based algorithm to inversely derive the similarity between two dependency parsed trees
of corresponding texts and apply this similarity measure directly for Recognizing Textual Entailment. They have implemented the tree edit distance algorithm
described in [39]. Edit operations are defined at the single node level of the dependency tree, realizing the intuition that two texts are more similar if the less
the overall cost of transforming from one tree to the other is. More specifically,
considering the directional transformation from the Text T to the Hypothesis H,
the tree edit operations are defined as follows:
• Insertion: Insert a node from the dependency parsed tree of the Hypothesis
H into the dependency parsed tree of Text T. When a node is inserted, its
label is attached to the dependency relation of the source label.
• Deletion: Delete a node N from the dependency tree of the Text T. When
N is deleted, all its children are attached to the parent node of N . It is not
required to explicitly delete the children of N as they are going to be either
deleted or substituted on some following step.
• Substitution: Change the label of a node N1 in the dependency parsed
tree of the Text T into the label of a node N2 in the dependency parsed tree
of the Hypothesis H. Substitution is allowed only if the two nodes share the
same part of speech. In this case, the relation attached to the substituted
node is changed to the relation of the new node.
Since the [39] algorithm does not work with labels on edges, while dependency
trees provide them, the authors incorporate these labels, which are dependency
relations, into labels of nodes. And the costs of these edit operations, labels and
dependency relations are empirically assigned during a training process, reflecting
the different importance levels in individual cases. For example, substituting a
noun with one of its synonyms should be less costly than substituting it with an
unrelated word. Or deleting an auxiliary node from the dependency tree of the
Text T should be less costly than other operations, even could be zero.
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Finally, the overall entailment score, which could be used proportionally to
express the similarity, are calculated as:
score(T, H) =

ted(T, H)
ted(, H)

where ted(T, H) is the function that calculates the tree edit distance cost
and ted(, H) is the cost of inserting the entire dependency parsed tree of the
Hypothesis H.

3.3

Cross-lingual Alignment-based Similarity

In the previous section, several syntax-based similarity measurements are introduced. In recent RTE challenges, these approaches, which are usually integrated with lexical measurements, achieved better results than the approaches
purely employ lexical metrics since they have taken full advantages from more
useful and abstract information of textual pair and the corresponding syntactic
structures [1]. However, when adapted to cross-lingual problem, they encounter
a crucial issue, preventing them from a feasible migrating to cross-lingual textual
entailment: different languages having different syntactic tag sets. This issue not
only comes from the notational variation of the parsers, which might be solved
by some mappings, but also from different syntactic taxonomies and more seriously, from the diversity of human languages. Using phrasal-notation one-to-one
mappings, one could partially apply syntax-aware lexical similarity measurement
(section 3.2.1) between two cross-lingual sentences as long as they share the similar
definitions of basic linguistic phrases. But the mappings could not be adopted to
measures relying on syntactic structure-based methods (section 3.2.2) because of
the differences in cross-lingual syntactic taxonomies. In this section, we propose a
solution adapted from the work of , providing some kind of “advanced” mappings
between two syntactic taxonomies and using it to calculate the similarity between
two parsed trees. Those “advanced” mappings allow us to pair up two bilingual
parsed trees whose syntactic contexts are translational equivalent, guarantee the
feasibility of the mapping uses for any language pair in many different contexts.
Comparing with phrasal-notation mappings, tree alignment has these advantages:
• Independent to language pair, constituent and part-of-speech tag set.
• Provide one-to-many and many-to-many node mappings.
• Might be extended to work with general graph structures and more complex
node content.
[36] employ a probabilistic tree alignment method, mainly based on node alignment scores. They assign alignment score Pa (si , tj ) to any pair of nodes si from the
source parsed tree and tj from the target parsed trees, expressing the likelihood of
such an alignment between two nodes. A binary decision of aligning two nodes is
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Figure 3.4: Two parsed trees of an English-Dutch sentence pair.
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given based on this score. Then a greedy search is conducted from the leaves, deciding the alignments of broader structures (subtrees) until the alignment decision
of the whole two trees is determined.
We adapt this approach for our problem of tree-based similarity computation
by aggregating node alignment scores. Firstly, two parsed trees are aligned using a
maximum weight matching approach in the bipartite graph created by the possible
mappings between nodes of two parsed trees. Then simple aggregation strategies
of alignment scores would help to calculate the similarity between two parsed
trees.
For the tree alignment algorithm, we assume that two sentences were parsed
into two corresponding dependency parsed trees, which also contain the constituent information. An example of an English-Dutch pair of parsed trees is
shown in Figure 3.4. Two parsed trees are represented into two sets of nodes
using the same tree traversal method.

3.3.1

Discriminative Node Alignment Scoring

We use a discriminative framework, maximum entropy, to calculate the node
alignment scores based on node alignment features. A number of features fk (si , tj )
between two nodes si and tj from the source and target language parsed trees
are extracted, each reflects a different aspect of the structural and translational
similarities between two nodes. Then the maximum entropy log-linear model is
applied to derive the node alignment probability:
!
X
1
exp
λk fk (si , tj , aij )
Pa (si , tj ) =
Z(si , tj )
k
where:
• Z(si , tj ) is the normalization constant, ensuring a true probability from the
exponential value.
• λk are the weights reflecting the influence of their corresponding features fk ,
estimated during the training.
Applied to every nodes, this standard log-linear model would have to deal with
data sparseness problem in different degrees. In next section, we introduce the
feature set which allows the model to estimate the weights λk from a minimum
hand-labeled parallel treebank. These feature extraction methods are inspired
from the work of [36].

3.3.2

Feature Extraction for Node Alignment

Lexical Translation Features. Two lexical translation features P (si , tj )
and P (tj , si ) are derived from automatic word alignment exactly in the same way
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we created statistical bilingual dictionaries in section 4.2.1.
P (si , tj ) = τ (“si ”, “tj ”)
P (tj , si ) = τ (“tj ”, “si ”)

(3.1)

where τ (“si ”, “tj ”) and τ (“tj ”, “si ”) are the translation probabilities in two
directions between two words “si ” and “ti ”, dominated by the leaves si and ti ,
respectively. In the case of non-leaf nodes, this feature is valued 0. The data set
needed for estimation these translation probabilities could be a large unannotated
parallel corpus instead of a small treebank pair.
Table 3.1 shows examples of lexical translation probabilities of words from
following sentence pairs:
Example 4.2:
English: The attention given to medical and social research
related to ageing is an excellent emphasis in the report.
Dutch: De aandacht voor medisch en sociaal onderzoek naar
veroudering in het verslag is een uitstekend punt.
Source word
attention
medical
research
to
the
excellent

Target word
aandacht
medisch
onderzoek
naar
het
uitstekend

GIZAs2t
0.677
0.133
0.726
0.008
0.133
0.184

GIZAt2s
0.511
0.782
0.505
0.323
0.293
0.504

Table 3.1: Examples of lexical translation features.

Path-length Features. Path-length features denote the absolute and relative
differences between the lengths of two nodes’ paths from their corresponding roots:
Labs (si , tj ) = |length(sroot → si ) − length(troot → sj )|
length(sroot → si ) length(troot → sj )
−
Lrel (si , tj ) =
depth(S)
depth(T )

(3.2)

For instance, the path-length features of two leaves having the labels “excellent” and “uitstekend” are:
Labs (“excellent”, “uitstekend”) = 5 − 3 = 2
Lrel (“excellent”, “uitstekend”) =
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5 3
− ≈ 0.222
9 9

(3.3)

Part-of-Speech and Constituent Features. The “similarity” between
part-of-speech (POS) and constituent information of the nodes employs a soft
mapping scheme between the tag sets of the source and target languages. If the
POS tags of two leaf nodes belong to a mapping existed in the mapping scheme,
we assign 1 to the feature. If the mapping of two POS tags does not exist, the
mapping between two constituent tags of these parent nodes s↑i and t↑j is used with
a penalty ρ satisfied 0 < ρ ≤ 1 . If there does not exist such a mapping, the value
of this feature is 0. The same assignment mechanism is applied to non-leaf nodes
with constituent tags (NP, VP, PP, etc.) The mapping scheme is created from a
hand-labeled parallel treebank.

1 if {pos(si ), pos(tj )} ∈ P OS






ρ if {pos(s ), pos(t )} ∈
/ P OS
i
j
SimP OS (si , tj ) =
↑
↑

and {pos(si ), pos(tj )} ∈ P OS






0 otherwise
s↔
i

Here the penalty ρ is calculated based on the numbers of two nodes’ siblings
and t↔
j as follows:
ρ=

(ks↔
i k

English tag
TO
IN
NN
VBZ
VBN
JJ
NP
VP
PP
S
ROOT

1
+ 1)(k t↔
j k + 1)

Dutch tag
prep
prep
noun
verb
verb
adj
np
vp
pp
smain
top

Tag type
part-of-speech
part-of-speech
part-of-speech
part-of-speech
part-of-speech
part-of-speech
constituent
constituent
constituent
constituent
constituent

Table 3.2: Examples of POS and constituent mappings between two different tag sets.

Dependency feature. Dependency feature of a node alignment is determined
in a simpler but similar way to POS and constituent feature, with the dependency
relation attached to the target node in the relation:

1 if {dep(si ), dep(tj )} ∈ DEP
SimDEP (si , tj ) =

0 if {dep(si ), dep(tj )} ∈
/ DEP
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Excepts the lexical translation features derived from a parallel corpus, other
features extracted from a parallel treebank do not require large annotated data.
Furthermore, as the way the features are described, they can be estimated from
automatic tree alignment results.

3.3.3

Tree Alignment based on Word Alignment

Given the two parsed trees and alignment scores between any pair of nodes,
tree alignment can be interpreted as the assignment problem in a bipartite graph.
The assignment problem defines the task of assigning m jobs {sP
1 , s2 , .., sm } to n
computers {t1 , t2 , .., tn } that minimizes the cost function C = m
i=1 ciai . In our
problem, the jobs are the source tree’s nodes, the computers are the target tree’s
nodes, the assignment scheme is the alignment relation ai = A(si ) = j where
each alignment is associated with the cost cij = 1 − Pa (si , tj ). In the original
assignment problem, the number of computers and the number of jobs are equal,
but it can be extended to any numbers of computers and jobs by adding a number
of pseudo computers or jobs with corresponding assignment costs 1 to make these
numbers equal.
Several algorithms have been proposed to solve this fundamental problem in
polynomial time, including Hungarian method [11]. Given an n × n matrix of the
costs cij = 1 − Pa (si , tj ), the algorithm can be described as a four-step solution as
follows:
1. Subtract the value of each row to the minimum value of the row.
2. Subtract the value of each column to the minimum value of the column.
3. Use a minimum number of lines to cover all the zeros in the matrix, assumed
that this number is l lines.
• If l < n, let m be the minimum value among the uncovered values.
Subtract all the uncovered values to m and add m to every values
covered with two lines. Go back to the covering part of step 3.
• If l = n, go to step 4.
4. Starting with the row corresponding with the root node of the source tree,
align si to tj based on the zero values in the ith row. After the alignment,
delete the corresponding row i and column j. Iterate the step 4 until all the
nodes of the source tree are aligned to the nodes of the target tree. Remove
the alignment of any pseudo node.

3.3.4

Tree-based Similarity Aggregation

When the tree alignment is made, two simple aggregating strategies are used
to calculate the total tree-based similarity between two parsed trees.
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The first strategy is simply to sum all the node alignment scores given the tree
alignment A:
X
Sim(S, T |A) =
Pa (si , A(si ))
si ∈S

The second strategy is to structurally aggregate the node alignment scores in
a breadth-first traversal manner, given the tree alignment A. The similarity between two aligned subtrees rooted in the non-leaf nodes si and tj = A(si ), named
Si and Tj , is defined recursively as the sum of the alignment scores between all
children of si , denoted {s↓i }, to their aligned nodes of Tj . The similarity between
two aligned subtrees rooted in the leaves si and tj = A(si ), which are not really
trees, is the alignment score between two nodes si and tj .
P


 sk ∈{s↓i } Sim(Sk , TA(sk ) ) if si and tj are non-leaf nodes

Sim(Si , Tj ) = Pa (si , A(si ))
if si and tj are leaves



0
otherwise
The aggregate similarity between the root nodes of two parsed trees is the
tree-based similarity between them.
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Summary
This chapter started with the brief review of some grammar formalisms and their
representations in the task of syntactic analysis, named phrase-structure grammar
and dependency grammar. Then the syntax-based similarity measurements were
studied. These approaches use syntactic information ranging from word partof-speech, shallow parsing to full syntactic analysis to calculate the similarity
between two short texts in monolingual setting. Moving to cross-lingual setting,
they expose their limitations due to the differences in syntactic categories between
different languages. To overcome these limitations, a complicate tree alignmentbased similarity measure was proposed, mapping one or more syntactic categories
in one language to their “similarly-functioning” categories in the other language.
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Chapter 4

Corpus and Dictionary Building

For many Natural Language Processing tasks, especially the tasks involved
in empirical methods, linguistic resources, specifically corpora and dictionaries,
usually play an important role. This chapter presents the process of building the
most important resources for cross-lingual textual entailment recognition system
used in the thesis.

4.1

Cross-lingual Textual Entailment Corpus

Recently, besides the English RTE corpora inaugurated from RTE Challenges
in PASCAL and TAC, there are several efforts in creating monolingual TE corpora for other European languages presented in international evaluation campaigns or national projects, such as Italian corpus in EVALITA1 or Greek corpus
in LREC20102 . All the corpora were created through careful procedures, requiring expensive hand-crafted annotations. Furthermore, to fulfill the agreement
degree requirement among annotators, a large number of Text-Hypothesis pairs
was eliminated, making the costs of building TE corpora significantly increased.
[4] reported that in the first five RTE Challenges, the average work needed to
create 1,000 Text-Hypothesis pairs with full agreement among 3 annotators was
approximate 2.5 man-months. There is around 25% of the original pairs had to
be eliminated during the process, due to low inter-annotator agreement.

4.1.1

CLTE Corpus Building Methodologies

In the scenario of cross-lingual textual entailment, building such an corpus
from the beginning seems to be even more challenged and costly. The released corpus must conform to the standards of a monolingual corpus in terms of the agreement degree, the proportions of generated application settings (SUM,IR,IE,..), the
1
2

http://www.evalita.it/
http://www.lrec-conf.org/lrec2010/
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balance of linguistic phenomena it employs and most important, the entailment
relations. Because of these requirements, instead of building cross-lingual textual
entailment corpora from scratch, [27] have suggested the methodology to build
the corpora based on standard English RTE corpora, basically in two main steps:
1. Translate one of each pair of the chosen standard corpus from English to
the desired language.
2. Validate the entailment relation between two texts of each pair.
This methodology has been applied to get an English-Spanish cross-lingual textual entailment corpus by translating the Hypotheses of RTE-3 into Spanish. One
important aspect of the methodology is that the two-step creation is conducted
by a crowdsourcing service, Amazon Mechanical Turk 3 (MTurk ). Crowdsourcing
is the act of delivering a specific task, traditionally performed by an employee or
contractor, to an undefined, large group of people or community, through an open
call via crowdsourcing services. Recently, crowdsourcing has attracted increasing
interests from community and has been applied successfully for NLP annotation
tasks because of its cost-effectiveness and quality control mechanism [27]. [27]
uses MTurk for both translation and validation with some careful task designs,
resulting to a cheap and quality-assured English-Spanish entailment corpus.
Also using MTurk to crowdsource the subtasks, [26] have developed aligned
English-Italian-German cross-lingual textual entailment corpora. However, the
crucial difference in this methodology compared with [27] is that they built the
CLTE corpora from multilingual parallel corpora in a distinguished way comprising three steps:
1. Modify the sentences in one language (English) to produce another sentence
set semantically related to the original sentences.
2. Annotate the textual entailment relations between the original set and the
newly-created set.
3. Translate both sets into desired languages and project the textual entailment
relations to the target language sets.
[26] split the steps into smaller subtasks which could be designed as suitable
tasks for MTurk workers. For instance, the first step is split into MTurk tasks
including paraphrasing, information adding and removing; The second step is split
into grammatical checking, unidirectional and bidirectional entailment annotating
tasks. Each task could be done in pipeline by different sets of MTurk workers.
The methodology allows not only the qualified creation of standard CLTE
corpora but also the chances to extend the datasets to general-purpose collections.
By conducting three steps and appropriate projections, monolingual paraphrase
corpora, monolingual textual entailment corpora, CLTE corpora with arbitrary
directions of languages and entailments can be produced in a cost-effective manner
with assured quality [26].
3

https://www.mturk.com/mturk/
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Figure 4.1: Methodology scheme to create CLTE corpora [26].

4.1.2

English-Dutch CLTE Corpus Building

Despite the major advantages of these methodologies, in this thesis, they could
not be directly applied to the process of building an English-Dutch CLTE corpus
due to some following issues:
• The numbers of Dutch speakers in general and in MTurk worker community
are much smaller than English, Spanish, German and Italian45 .
• The characteristics of the task and the languages.
• Time and cost constraints of the thesis.
We would like to build an unidirectional sentence pairs English-Dutch CLTE
corpus based on the standard RTE corpora, involving in as few participants as
possible, in a short time and at a minimum cost, and still assure the quality of the
corpus. To fulfill these criteria, we design the creation process in the way similar
to [27] but instead of using crowdsourcing to translate sentences from English,
we ask Dutch people to do the task. We split the creation of the English-Dutch
CLTE corpus into two phases:
1. Translate the Hypotheses from English to Dutch. The translators were asked
to follow the translation guidelines and noted the grammatical errors from
the source sentences as well as the translation issues.
4

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_languages_by_number_of_native_speakers,
http://www.crowdsourcing.org/document/what-languages-are-spoken-by\
-crowdsourced-workers/5568
5
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2. Validate the translations and fix the translation issues.
The standard RTE corpus chosen to translate is the development part of RTE3 corpus, comprising 800 Text-Hypothesis pairs. We choose this dataset and create
the CLTE corpus similar to the way [27] created English-Spanish CLTE, aiming to
have a multilingual textual entailment corpus for better investigations and evaluations of CLTE methods.

Figure 4.2: Two resulted examples of the English-Dutch CLTE corpus creation process.

The translation step involves in 36 translators, all of them are Dutch native
speakers and have excellent English proficiency level. Among them, there are 7
translators which are linguists or linguistic students. No one translated more than
50 sentences, with the average number of sentences to be translated by one person
is around 22. We choose to translate the Hypotheses because in RTE-3 corpus
and in general, the Hypotheses are shorter than the Texts and they are often
single sentences. The translators were asked to strictly conform to the following
translation guidelines:
• Please keep punctuations as much and same to the original as possible.
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• If you are not sure about your translation, please mark the Dutch translation and note the issue down briefly.
• Please keep English names of movies, books, etc. or names of persons/company/organizations in original texts.
• Sometimes there are ungrammatical sentences, please keep them the same
and translate them into grammatical sentences in Dutch.
• Please do not use Automatic Translation Services (Google Translate, Babel
Fish, ..) as the main result of your translations.
Besides, the translators were also provided some information about the texts
for a better translation:
• The theme of the sentences is NEWS.
• If you feel the context or the words unclear, please refer to the References6 ,
it talks about the same context, but might have different meaning.
In the validation step, one linguistic expert did manually checks on the translation result, paying more attention to the marked sentences from the previous
step. Figure 4.2 shows two examples of the translation result.

4.2

Bilingual Dictionaries and Thesauri

Bilingual dictionaries and thesauri are very important to the CLTE methods
implemented in this thesis, especially the lexical-based methods, where they use
the dictionaries and thesauri as flexible maps between two lexical units in the
source and target languages. Edit distance-based method uses thesauri to determine the substitution cost between two words. VSM-based method uses statistical
bilingual dictionary to translate and calculate cross-lingual similarity between two
words. In the tree alignment-based method, the English-Dutch bilingual dictionaries are used to derive lexical translation features (Section 3.3.2).

4.2.1

Statistical Bilingual Dictionary Building

There are numbers of popular approaches for automatic building of bilingual
dictionaries. [14] propose an approach to generate the bilingual dictionary of languages A ↔ B from two dictionaries C → A and C → B by extracting the pairs
of lexical entries in A and B pointed from the same entry in C. The numbers of
the target terms that the entry in C points to are used for quantitize the meaning
closeness of these two lexical entries. [33] introduce a hybrid approach to derive a
6

Actually they are the corresponding Texts in English.
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translation model consisting of bi-directional extraction, merging and disambiguation of the extracted bilingual terminology and application of the linguistics-based
pruning. [9] use interlanguage links of Wikipedia to find the translation candidates
of the original Wikipedia entry and derive the translation probability between the
original entry and these candidate entries based on the similarity between their
contents.
Previous approaches are usually applied for the creation of bilingual dictionaries between the languages under the circumstance that we do not have a large
bilingual or multilingual corpora talking about a same domain. In contrast, English and Dutch are the languages belonging to the same language family West
German and the common socio-cultural environment. There are many multilingual corpora of European languages that we could use to extract English-Dutch
dictionaries, for example, Europarl Corpus7 , JRC-Acquis8 or MultiUN9 , to name
a few. In this section, we briefly present the process to create English-Dutch statistical dictionaries from the parallel version of Europarl Corpus, i.e. the version
in which the corpus has been already document- and sentence-aligned.
English-Dutch bilingual dictionaries are created in a process consisted of four
stages: preprocessing, word alignment, extraction and filtering. The preprocessing step involves the tokenization and lower-casing process. Word alignment was
done using the tool GIZA++10 employing IBM models[5, 28]. Translation probability extraction was performed by symmetrized alignment method proposed by
[?] which produces a probabilistic phrase table as the output. From this phrase
table, some simple heuristics are used to filter the most probably translated word
pairs.
The English-Dutch portion of newest Europarl corpus, i.e. Europarl v6 updated on 4 February 2011, contains 1,822,036 sentence pairs. The number of
Dutch words is 50,315,412 and the number of English words is 49,938,127. The
extraction results in two dictionaries, English → Dutch and Dutch → English with
the numbers of entries are 85523 and 195419, respectively. Each entry in English
→ Dutch dictionary is mapped to an average of 7.3 words and their translation
probabilities. Each entry in Dutch → English dictionary is mapped to an average
of 6.2 words and their translation probabilities. Table 4.1 illustrates some entries
from these two dictionaries.

4.2.2

Cross-lingual Thesaurus Building

To adapt edit distance-based lexical method for a cross-lingual, word-based
setting, we aim to build a “cross-lingual” English-Dutch thesaurus. It contains sets
of senses, each set is formed by the terms having equivalent meaning, regardless of
their languages. Two sources are used to build such a cross-lingual thesaurus. The
7

http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
http://langtech.jrc.it/JRC-Acquis.html
9
http://www.euromatrixplus.eu/multi-un/
10
http://code.google.com/p/giza-pp/
8
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Entry
confidential

Language
English

No. of Apps
212

Mapped words
vertrouwelijke : 0.460940
vertrouwelijk : 0.204921
geheimhouding : 0.026401
gehoord : 0.019199

prison

English

910

gevangenis : 0.460057
gevangen : 0.139690
gevangenissen : 0.058708
gevangenen : 0.043681
gevangenisstraffen : 0.026020
gevangenisstraf : 0.022233

onderbroken

Dutch

2479

suspended : 0.343357
adjourned : 0.239407
cut : 0.218584
off : 0.074021
interrupted : 0.030360

allen

Dutch

4903

all : 0.763448
everyone : 0.048509
whole : 0.005911

Table 4.1: Examples of entries in bilingual dictionaries.

first is the bilingual dictionaries mentioned in the previous section. All the entries
having their counts in Europarl corpus more than 20 and being mapped to only
one term11 would be collected from both dictionaries and merged to form the first
part of the thesaurus. The second source is the English-Dutch bilingual directory
extracted from the Universal dictionary12 . The dictionary itself is a “cross-lingual”
thesaurus already: it maps n synonyms of English to m meaning-equivalent terms
in Dutch. However, English synonyms and Dutch meaning-equivalent terms might
be multi-word terms, so we extract only one-word terms from these mapping. The
final cross-lingual thesaurus is the mergence from two sources, resulting to 1409
sets of senses.

11
12

It means that the corresponding translation probability of the map is approximately 1.
http://www.dicts.info/uddl.php
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Summary
In this chapter, we presented the processes of building important linguistic resources used in this thesis: an English-Dutch CLTE corpus, bilingual dictionaries
and cross-lingual thesauri. The chapter begins with the investigation of existing
methodologies in CLTE corpus building. The main idea of these methodologies
is splitting the building process into smaller steps and then using crowdsourcing
services to perform the steps in order to reduce the cost of building these corpora.
Considering the required characteristics of the English-Dutch corpus, time and
cost constraints of the thesis, the similar methodology was applied to build the
corpus, but the steps were conducted manually by linguistic experts and volunteers. While the CLTE corpus was built through quality-controlled procedures,
leading to a standardized textual entailment corpus, the bilingual dictionaries
and thesauri were created by automatic processes from available multilingual resources, resulting in well-coverage properties.
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Chapter 5

Experiments and Analysis

In this chapter, we approach to the practical aspects of the thesis. In Section 5.1, we mention about some details of the implementations, including Edit
Distance-based, VSM-based and Tree Alignment-based CLTE methods. Section 5.2 presents the evaluation of the implemented methods over two datasets:
the English-Dutch CLTE corpus and the JRC-ACQUIS parallel corpus. We also
give the analyses to the results achieved.

5.1
5.1.1

Implementations
Edit Distance-based CLTE

We implement the adapted word-based String Edit Distance with two cost
schemes:
• A cost scheme is 1 for every edit operations: Cins = Cdel = Csub = 1.
• A cost scheme is 1 for insertion and substitution, 0 for deletion, to transform
Text T to Hypothesis H : Cins = Csub = 1, Cdel = 0.
The actual implementation is realized the algorithm denoted in Figure 2.4.

5.1.2

VSM-based Semantic Similarity CLTE

In this method, the Text T and the translated Hypothesis Htrans are tokenized
and lemmatized using Stanford CoreNLP tool1 . After that, they are stop-word
removed and modeled into vector space model representation.
The semantic similarity between terms is calculated using two WordNet similarity measures: Lin similarity measure [23] and Leacock &Chodorow similarity
1

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml
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measure [19]. ExtJWNL - the Extended Java WordNet Library2 , developed by Aliaksandr Autayeu, is used with WordNet version 3.0 and the indexed Information
Content computed from British National Corpus, the Penn Treebank version 2,
the Brown Corpus, the complete works of Shakespeare, and the semantic corpus
SemCor, compiled and provided by Ted Pedersen and his colleagues at the Perl
project of WordNet Similarity3 .

5.1.3

Tree Alignment-based CLTE

Firstly, the Text T and the Hypothesis H are preprocessed and syntactic parsed
into dependency parsed trees using Stanford parser 4 [16] for English parsing and
Alpino parser 5 [37] for Dutch parsing.
The Lingua::Align 6 [36] toolbox is then adapted to extract the features mentioned in Section 3.3.2. Lingua::Align is also used to estimated Maximum Entropy
parameters. The tree alignment is derived from node alignment scores, i.e. Hungarian bipartile graph algorithm, following the description in Section 3.3.3.

5.2
5.2.1

Evaluation Results and Analysis
Evaluation Measurements

Considering textual entailment recognition as a classification problem, we use
four common evaluation measures: Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1 score.
They are defined based on True Positives (TP) and False Positives (FP), which
are the numbers of pairs that have been correctly or incorrectly classified as entailed (TRUE ); True Negatives (TN) and False Negatives (FN), which are the
numbers of pairs that have been correctly or incorrectly classified as not entailed
(FALSE ), respectively (Figure 5.1).

P recision =
F1 score =

TP
TP + FP

2 ∗ P recision ∗ Recall
P recision + Recall

Recall =
Accuracy =

TP
TP + FN
TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

Accuracy, measuring the correct classification, is the most important measurement of a textual entailment recognition system. Meanwhile, Recall and its
derived measurement, F1 score, depend deeply on the entailment threshold we set,
hence, they are not so important in our evaluation scenarios.
2

http://extjwnl.sourceforge.net/
http://wn-similarity.sourceforge.net/
4
http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
5
http://www.let.rug.nl/vannoord/alp/Alpino/
6
http://stp.lingfil.uu.se/~joerg/Lingua/
3
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Figure 5.1: Evaluation matrix of Recognizing Textual Entailment system.

5.2.2

Evaluation on English-Dutch CLTE Corpus

800-TE-pair corpus resulted from the creation process (section 4.1) is randomly
split into 600-pair training set and 200-pair test set. The training set is used to
derive the entailment threshold and the TE pairs in test set are classified into
TRUE (entailed) or FALSE (not entailed) based on this entailment threshold.
This evaluation circle is conducted four times, and the evaluation measures are
computed as the average over these four-time evaluations (4-fold cross validation).
In this evaluation scenario, the entailment threshold is simply determined in
two ways: the minimum similarity value of entailed pairs, denoted by θmin and the
mean between the minimum similarity value of entailed pairs with the maximum
similarity value of the no-entailed pairs, denoted by θavg :
θmin = min(sim(T, H)<T,H>=T RU E )
θavg

min(sim(T, H)<T,H>=T RU E ) + max(sim(T, H)<T,H>=F ALSE )
=
2

(5.1)

We conduct the evaluation of six settings:
• Edit Distance-based Lexical CLTE method LexED111 with the Edit Distance
costs are 1 for every edit operations: Cins = Cdel = Csub = 1.
• Edit Distance-based Lexical CLTE method LexED101 with the Edit Distance
costs are 1 for insertion and substitution, 0 for deletion, to transform Text
T to Hypothesis H : Cins = Csub = 1, Cdel = 0.
• VSM-based Lexical CLTE method LexN oW N with the vector space is modeled based on statistical bilingual dictionary and exact similarity measure.
• VSM-based Lexical CLTE method LexW NLin with the vector space is modeled based on statistical bilingual dictionary and WordNet-based Lin similarity measure [23].
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• VSM-based Lexical CLTE method LexW NL&C with the vector space is modeled based on statistical bilingual dictionary and Leacock &Chodorow similarity measure [19].
• Syntactic similarity CLTE method SynAlign based on tree alignment.
Method
LexED111
LexED101
LexN oW N
LexW NLin
LexW NL&C
SynAlign

Precision (%)
55.3
56.2
57.1
55.0
55.6
61.0

Recall (%)
53.8
56.7
59.4
55.6
54.5
60.4

F1 score
54.5
56.5
58.3
55.3
55.0
60.7

Accuracy (%)
52.5
54.5
57.0
55.5
55.0
60.5

Table 5.1: Evaluation of several CLTE methods on CLTE corpus with the minimum
entailment threshold θmin .

Table 5.1 shows the evaluation measures achieved in recognizing English-Dutch
CLTE test set using six settings with the minimum entailment threshold θmin . As
expected, the syntactic align-based method has the best result (61.5%), following
by the VSM-based methods. The edit distance-based methods achieve not so
good results, which are little higher than base-line (50%) since they use exact
matching mechanism in calculating sentence similarities. The results also show
that the more linguistic information the system uses, the better the accuracy.
While the lexical-based CLTE methods use only lexical information, the syntaxbased method uses richer set of information, such as POS tags, constituent and
dependency features as well as sentence-level word order and position information,
resulting to the best result compared with the accuracies of lexical methods.
Going further details into each method, we observe some interesting phenomena. Between the two edit distance-based methods, the one with zero deletion
cost works better than the equal cost scheme. It could be explained by the fact
that, deleting some words from the Text T might not change the main meaning of
the text, hence, the entailment relation might not be changed as well. In case of
VSM-based methods, interestingly, the one which does not use WordNet similarity
measurements outperforms the others. We could explain this due to two reasons:
i) The limited coverage of WordNet and ii) The relatedness and the entailment
relations.
• i) When one term from Text’s vector does not exist in WordNet knowledge
base, or when the compared term in Hypothesis’s vector is not the same
word class with it to be computed, the similarity score is 0, leading to miscalculated the semantic similarity between Text T and Hypothesis H. In case
that no WordNet calculation is involved, the statistical bilingual dictionary
returns some more reasonable value indicating the semantic similarity between words.
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• ii) In most of the cases, WordNet allows us to calculate relatedness between
two terms, not similarity. However, entailment relation between Text T and
Hypothesis H, in contrast, relies on word similarity, not word relatedness.
For example, WordNet-based Leacock &Chodorow similarity measurement
assigns a normalized value of 0.7 to the relatedness between term car and
term bike, which is considerably high since they together belong to a deep
path of WordNet hyponym hierarchy (Figure 2.2). However, the similarity
between them should have a very low value, even zero, in the process of
determining entailment relation between the assumed pair “I bought a new
bike” and “I bought a new car ”.
Similarly, table 5.2 shows the evaluation measures achieved in recognizing
English-Dutch CLTE test set using six settings with the average entailment threshold θavg . In general, the numbers express the same observations as in case of
conducted evaluation with the minimum entailment threshold. The average entailment threshold θavg seems to be more reasonable to classify entailment relation
than the minimum entailment threshold θmin when in most of the cases, the methods return better Accuracies. The Recall numbers all reduce correspondingly with
the increase of Precision, expressing that the average entailment threshold classification might address better False Negatives, the cases of incorrect classifying
the pairs which are not entailed.
Method
LexED111
LexED101
LexN oW N
LexW NLin
LexW NL&C
SynAlign

Precision (%)
57.4
58.3
57.7
56.7
57.7
65.6

Recall (%)
53.7
55.6
59.4
54.5
52.8
58.9

F1 score
55.5
56.9
58.5
55.6
55.2
62.1

Accuracy (%)
53.5
54.5
57.5
56.0
54.5
61.5

Table 5.2: Evaluation of several CLTE methods on CLTE corpus with the average
entailment threshold θavg .

To investigate the dependencies between the sizes of training data and accuracies conducted by the best CLTE methods, we measure and draw the learning
curves for different sizes of training data, ranging from 100 to 600 Text-Hypothesis
pairs with the step of 100. The threshold used is the average entailment threshold
θavg .
Method
LexED101
LexN oW N
SynAlign

100 pairs
54
53
55

200 pairs
54
54.5
58

300 pairs
54.5
55.5
58.5

400 pairs
54
55.5
59.5

500 pairs
54.5
56.5
61

600 pairs
54.5
57.5
61.5

Table 5.3: Accuracies of CLTE methods trained on different proportions of data (θavg ).
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Figure 5.2: Learning curves of CLTE methods over different proportions of training
data (θavg ).

In the case of edit distance-based method, the size of the training set does
not have any noticable effect on the accuracy. In contrast, the accuracy of VSMbased method increases when we increase the size of the training set. In case of the
syntax-based, this trend is more clearly: the accuracy has significant increments
corresponded with the number of sentences used in training set. The more data
we have, the better the accuracies the advanced methods show.

5.2.3

Evaluation on English-Dutch Parallel Corpus

To investigate more about the lexical-based and syntax-based CLTE implementations, we conduct evaluations on a English-Dutch parallel corpus, considering a parallel corpus is a bidirectional CLTE corpus, i.e. the sentence in English
textual-entails the aligned sentence in Dutch and vice versa.
We collect the English-Dutch parallel corpus as a part of multilingual parallel
corpus JRC-ACQUIS7 , a multilingual collection of legislative texts written since
the 1950s in 22 European languages to date. The English and Dutch texts are
7

http://langtech.jrc.it/JRC-Acquis.html
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automatically sentence-aligned using HunAlign8 , resulting in 23423 documents
with 1312540 English-Dutch sentence pairs. However, since our methods are directional, only the textual entailments from English sentences to Dutch sentences
are evaluated.
Similar to the evaluations of CLTE corpus, we conduct 4-fold cross validation for six method settings LexED111 , LexED101 , LexN oW N , LexW NLin , LexW NL&C ,
SynAlign employed along with two thresholds: the minimum entailment threshold θmin and the average entailment threshold θavg (Formula 5.1). Nevertheless,
since the corpus is adapted from parallel corpus, it does not exist FALSE entailment pairs, hence, we do not have False Positives and True Negatives, leading
to the fact that the Precision of our methods are always 100%, Recall of our
methods are usually equal to Accuracy. Table 5.4 shows these evaluation results
of Accuracy and F1 score.
Method
LexED111
LexED101
LexN oW N
LexW NLin
LexW NL&C
SynAlign

F1 score
θmin
θavg
82.69 84.15
82.45 84.52
86.17 87.24
86.55 87.34
86.40 87.63
90.27 91.37

Accuracy
θmin
θavg
70.49 72.63
70.14 73.18
75.70 77.36
76.28 77.53
76.05 77.98
82.27 84.10

Table 5.4: Evaluation of CLTE methods on the English-Dutch parallel corpus.

In this evaluation scenario, the syntactic align-based method still achieves the
best result compared with lexical-based methods, and the classifications based on
the average entailment threshold are usually better than those based on the minimum entailment threshold. All methods have much higher accuracies than theirs
in CLTE evaluation. It is due to the fact that parallel corpora are not textualentailed corpora but translated corpora, they do not reflect much the language
variability and linguistic phenomena. All the methods classify the entailment relation based on bilingual dictionary, naturally similar to the translation process,
hence, unsurprisingly, they achieve much better accuracies.
Interestingly, this translation aspect of parallel corpus might be used to explain more clearly about the relatedness of WordNet-based methods LexW NLin
and LexW NL&C . After translated into English using bilingual dictionaries, the
terms of Hypothesis H have high chances to be the synonym or the exact form
of the corresponding terms of Text T, and in these cases, the WordNet-based
score reflects the similarity aspect of word relatedness. The higher results of those
WordNet-based methods show this trend.

8

http://mokk.bme.hu/resources/hunalign/
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Summary
The actual implementations of the lexical and syntactic CLTE methods and their
evaluations were mentioned in this chapter. Several evaluation measures were considered. The evaluations were conducted over the English-Dutch CLTE corpus and
also in an English-Dutch parallel corpus considering that a sentence in English
textual-entailed the corresponding sentence in Dutch. The results in both evaluation scenarios show that the syntax-based CLTE method, taking advantages of
more information about the texts, outperformed the lexical CLTE methods. The
evaluation results also show some cross-lingual linguistic phenomena addressed
better by flexible matching than exact matching.
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Conclusion and Future Works

Conclusion
In the thesis, we aim to investigate and implement a direct integration of
cross-lingual techniques with the process of entailment recognition in solving
cross-lingual textual entailment problem. More concretely, cross-lingual lexical
and syntactic similarity measurements are used in a classification framework in
order to determine the entailment relation between the English Text T and the
Hypothesis H in Dutch. The evaluation results show that the more and the deeper
linguistic information we use, the better accuracies the approaches return. The
differences between languages become less significant when we move from lower
levels to higher levels of linguistic abstraction.
Our contributions in the thesis are:
• The detailed studies of the lexical- and syntax-based similarity measurements in RTE and CLTE problems.
• Implementations of three proposed CLTE methods.
• An English-Dutch CLTE corpus for further investigation, development and
evaluation of English-Dutch CLTE.
• Systematic evaluations about the impacts of various levels of linguist information in English-Dutch CLTE.
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Future works
First of all, we would like to improve our current implementations. Some
possible improvements could be:
• Improve the way we aggregate sentence similarity from word similarity in
VSM-based methods.
• Enrich the feature set and improve the tree alignment algorithm in syntactic
tree alignment-based method.
• Extract better dictionaries and thesauri based on some evaluation.
• Conduct more detailed evaluations of CLTE implementations.
• Combine these methods in a discriminative framework for better quality of
CLTE recognition.
Furthermore, moving CLTE system beyond syntactic level could help increasing the quality of the recognizer, we could expose other information of the texts
in order to achieve better text similarity measure. Some possible directions could
be:
• Extracting semantic information from Text T and the Hypothesis H, such
as semantic roles, named entities, etc. and defining a matching strategy to
exploit this knowledge.
• Using the same approach to calculate node alignment scores for a syntacticcategory mapping between two languages and then adapt tree edit distancebased to calculate similarity between two tree-based representations. The
tree edit distance approach could work with any tree-based representation,
so it allows us to integrate lexical, syntactic and semantic information of
short texts in their corresponding tree-based representation.
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